Abstract：One of the water management goals in PEM fuel cell is to avoid flooding and drying in the membrane, therefore the air humidification process is required. In order to increase water removal out of the membrane, the water management system may require the dehumidification process and it also requires a large space for application, moreover the process time is slow. In conformity with this fact, this present study proposes an advanced dynamic fuel cell water management which can be an intermittent optimization control using air flow rate instead of the air humidity as an variable in the optimization process. The results of this study have shown that the membrane flooding and drying can be avoided after being assisted by air velocity controlling method. 
Introduction
In PEM Fuel cell, a membrane hydration is required to promote the passage of protons through the membrane 1) . The hydrogen and the air entering the flow channels must be humidified to prevent the membrane from drying out. However, If water enters the fuel cell in droplet form, the catalyst sites will be flooded. As a result, it will inhibit the electrochemical reactions. Thus, the water contents of the membrane and the reactant gases affect directly the fuel cell performance. The water addition and the water removal in the fuel cell membrane should be balanced to avoid membrane's flooding or membrane's drying 2) . The water balance should be managed well to get higher performance by keeping the balance of ratio between the water addition and the water removal.
The water management method in a dynamic system has been developed by many researchers. 
Control method and modelling technic
This present study is dealing with a kind of improving control method which was devised already by Bakhtiar & Choi.
2) Hence, the control method used in this study is adopted from Representation of the dynamic load fuel cell is given by running the vehicle under the driving cycle velocity patten. Therefore the dynamic load of the fuel cell is given by simulate the vehicle model. 5) as given by Eq. (2) . In these equations, the driving cycles as shown in Table 1 and the   vehicle parameters given by Table 2 are supposed to be used for the simulation. The Water additons as a produc of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the electro osmotic drag (EOD) will be given by Eq. (1) and the water addition from input air is given in Eq. (2) respectively. On the other hand, the change of S as a result of the water additions is taken up by Eq. (3). and the liquid saturation difference will be defined by Eq. (4).
The mass flow rate as an effect of the capillary transport and evaporation are obtained by Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) respectively 2~4), 6) . In addition, the changes of S as the outcome of the capillary transport and evaporation are also given by Eq.
(6) and Eq. (8). The total change of S as the outcome of the water addition and removal will be generated by Eq. (9) and the fuel cell water management parameters is given by Table 3 .
The final liquid saturation becomes as the following Eq. (9). 
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Result and discussion
When the vehicle needs to be accelerated, the power demand must be high Fig. 2shows Table 4 . Table 5 also shows the final flooding level target deviations from all driving cycles. Fig. 3 Optimization results of the EUDC case 
Conclusions
The present study is related with one of the 
